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Divjak, Dagmar, Natalia Levshina, and Jane Klavan. 2016. Cognitive
Linguistics: Looking back, looking forward. Cognitive Linguistics 27 (4):
447-463.

“The historical “prototype” of Cognitive
Linguistics may be described as
predominantly of mentalist persuasion,
based on introspection, specialized in
analysing language from a synchronic
point of view, focused on West-European
data (English in particular), and showing
limited interest in the social and
multimodal aspects of communication.”



Divjak, Dagmar, Natalia Levshina, and Jane Klavan.
2016. Cognitive Linguistics: Looking back, looking
forward. Cognitive Linguistics 27 (4): 447-463.

cognitive axis

methodological axissocial axis



Cognitive Linguistics and
the Quantitative Turn

Introspection is deeply embedded in Cognitive Linguistics for both historical
as well as theoretical reasons
The mid-1990s saw a shift in paradigm

For the journal Cognitive Linguistics the year 2008 "marks the
quantitative turn" (Janda 2013: 2)

It is the discipline's theoretical assumptions, namely its cognitive nature, its
usage-based perspective, and its contextualizing approach (Geeraerts
2006: 31) that make Cognitive Linguistics a particularly good candidate for
championing the methodological progress of linguistics.  



Cognitive Linguistics and
the Quantitative Turn

Exponential growth in studies that use statistical analysis of corpus data or
experimental findings
Publication of edited volumes and monographs on linguistic methodology
(e.g. Gonzalez-Marquez et al. 2007, Glynn and Fischer 2010, Newman and
Rice 2010, Janda 2013, Glynn and Robinson 2014)
Textbooks introducing linguists to statistics (e.g. Baayen 2008, Johnson
2008, Gries 2009, Levshina 2015, Winter 2020)
 



the existential question of a
cognitive linguist:

"to be empirical or to be introspective"
(Zlatev 2016)?



both approaches are crucial for the
development of cognitive linguistics

"qualitative descriptions provide the basis for
quantitative methods such as experiment,

neural imaging, and computer modeling - they
suggest what to look for and allow the

interpretation of results" (Langacker 2016)



Constructional alternations - 
what, why, & how?



Why study constructional
alternations? 

Linguistic variation in all
its guises



What are constructional
alternations? 



What are constructional
alternations? 



Labovian
sociolinguistics

‘alternate ways of saying the same thing’

(Labov 1972: 188)

Redefining
alternations

practical research setup created by the researcher

to test more general hypotheses (Arppe et al. 2010:

13–15); 

two or more forms that compete for the same

function in a community of language users (Van de

Velde 2014, 2017);

a choice point of the individual language user

(Bresnan et al. 2007);

various constructions that have a special relation to

one another in the constructicon, e.g. as

allostructions (Cappelle 2006; Perek 2012)

Source:
https://www.uantwerpen.be/en/conferences/
construction-grammars/scientific-
program/workshops/alternations/ 



My approach to
constructional alternations

“... an expression imposes a particular
construal, reflecting just one of the
countless ways of conceiving and

portraying the situation in question.”
 

“The term construal refers to our
manifest ability to conceive and portray
the same situation in alternate ways.”

 

Langacker, R. 2008. Cognitive Grammar: A
Basic Introduction. Oxford: OUP. 



Exterior locative constructions in Estonian



How to study constructional
alternations? 

My bent for methodology ...



Combining different methods
for the study of alternations -

corpora and experiments



Taking a
leap of faith

behavioural data proxy for cognition

corpus data proxy for language
production

experiments proxy for language
comprehension



Aims and
predictions
to measure the extent and nature of
variation as reflected in language
production and comprehension

It is expected that the alternations
exhibit different constraints on their
use as seen in language production
and comprehension

Factors across varieties

the influence of certain factors across
different varieties of the language should be
relatively stable in terms of the direction of
those factors

01

Factors across constructions

the strength of different factors on speakers’
choices will vary by the types and
frequencies of constructions

02

Factors across speakers

the variation in the use of alternations may be
driven by stylistic preferences, situational
forces or by cognitive pressures related to
language processing

03



Corpus-based study of
alternations
Estonian National Corpus (1.1 billion words, mainly
web-based)

3,000 usages of exterior locative constructions



Corpus data: Exterior Locative Constructions in Estonian



Polysemy of constructions: allative



Polysemy of constructions: adessive



Polysemy of constructions: ablative



Corpus data: Exterior Locative Constructions in Estonian



Annotation
of the
corpus
data



Annotation: example



Aims and
predictions
to measure the extent and nature of
variation as reflected in language
production and comprehension

It is expected that the alternations
exhibit different constraints on their
use as seen in language production
and comprehension

Statistical
modelling
mixed-effects logistic regression
Harrell 2001, Pinheiro and Bates 2002, Hosmer et al.
2013, Winter 2019

software R 
version 3.6.1, R development core team 2019

lme4 package 
Bates 2014, Bates et al. 2015



Model
accuracy

Alternation
C-value

Model evaluation

Lative: allative ~ peale

Locative: adessive ~ peal

Separative: ablative ~ pealt 79% 0.88

Model
accuracy

78% 0.87

86% 0.93

Model formula fitted to the data: 
construction ~ log(ratio) + log(length) +
concreteness + mobility + complexity + synfun +
position + (1|lemma)



Corpus-based
results
Prediction 1: 
the influence of certain
factors across different
varieties of the language
should be relatively stable
in terms of the direction of
those factors

The grammatical knowledge of Estonian

exterior locative cases and the

corresponding postpositions is

probabilistic and regulated by the different

factors (the length, complexity, mobility,

position, and function of Landmark phrase)

in a relatively unifrom way:

Landmark phrases that are simple, shorter,

mobile and function as adverbials (rather

than modifiers) favour the use of

postpositions



Corpus-based
results
Prediction 1: 
the influence of certain
factors across different
varieties of the language
should be relatively stable
in terms of the direction of
those factors

written language

Klavan, Jane. 2012. Evidence in linguistics: corpus-linguistic and
experimental methods for studying grammatical synonymy.
(Dissertationes Linguisticae Universitatis Tartuensis). Tartu:
University of Tartu Press.

Klavan, Jane. 2020. Pitting corpus-based classification models
against each other: a case study for predicting constructional
choice in written Estonian. Corpus Linguistics and Linguistic
Theory, 16 (2), 363−391.

spoken language

Klavan, Jane, Maarja-Liisa Pilvik & Kristel Uiboaed. 2015. The Use
of Multivariate Statistical Classification Models for Predicting
Constructional Choice in Spoken, Non-Standard Varieties of
Estonian. SKY Journal of Linguistics, 28, 187−224.

web texts

Klavan, Jane. 2021. The alternation between exterior locative
cases and postpositions in Estonian web texts. ESUKA-JEFUL, 12
(1), 153−188.



Corpus-based
results
Prediction 2: 
the strength of different
factors on speakers’
choices will vary by the
types and frequencies of
constructions

Ranking of predictors for the three

alternations:

allative ~ peale (LATIVE): 
RATIO > LEMMA > LENGTH > SYNFUN > MOBILITY

adessive ~ peal (LOCATIVE): 
RATIO > LEMMA > LENGTH > MOBILITY > SYNFUN

ablative ~ pealt (SEPARATIVE): 
RATIO > LEMMA > COMPLEXITY > MOBILITY > CONC



Corpus-based study of
alternations: interim summary

Corpora allow me to detect patterns in the data and
determine what is typical in the language



Corpus-based study of
alternations: interim summary

Corpora don't tell me what is possible in the
language and they don't allow me to test specific
hypotheses



Enter linguistic experiments



Forced choice taskAcceptability
rating task



Results of the forced choice task



Results of the acceptability rating study





Experiment
results
When we produce
language, we prefer one
construction

When we comprehend
language, we judge both
constructions as ok

There is a strong correlation between

choices and ratings.

There are also some clear instances

where the two diverge: 

clear preference in the forced choice

data, but no difference in the

acceptability ratings



corpora vs. experiments
Klavan, Jane. 2020. Pitting corpus-based classification models against each other: a
case study for predicting constructional choice in written Estonian. Corpus
Linguistics and Linguistic Theory, 16 (2), 363−391.

Klavan, Jane & Ann Veismann. 2017. Are corpus-based predictions mirrored in the
preferential choices and ratings of native speakers? Predicting the alternation
between the Estonian adessive case and the adposition peal ‘on’. ESUKA – JEFUL, 8
(2), 59−91.

Klavan, Jane & Dagmar Divjak, Dagmar. 2016. The Cognitive Plausibility of Statistical
Classification Models: Comparing Textual and Behavioral Evidence. Folia Linguistica,
50 (2), 355−384.



Discussion

How does the polysemy of
constructions factor into the
(grammatical) knowledge /
representation of morphosyntactic
alternations?

Is there a (qualitative) change in the
knowledge representations of different
alternations speakers draw on in
language production and language
comprehension?

Do speakers' choices and ratings in a
forced choice task and acceptability
rating task vary according to the types
and frequencies of constructions?



Conclusion:
Alternation between
exterior locative
constructions in
Estonian

the grammatical knowledge of exterior
locative alternations in Estonian is probabilistic
and regulated by various factors

the influence of certain factors across
different varieties of the language is relatively
stable in terms of the direction of those
factors 

the Estonian data shows that morphosyntax
and semantics both play a role, differently
from the syntactic alternations in English,
where the main constraining factors have been
discourse-related factors (e.g. animacy,
givenness, weight)

the relative importance of factors differs
across the different constructions: the
separative relation (ablative ~ pealt) responds
most strongly to the different factors



Conclusion:
The Making and
Breaking of
Classification Models
in Linguistics

corpus-based studies are necessary because
they provide ecologically valid data

using advanced statistical modelling for a
richly annotated corpus sample allows us to
capture the speakers’ multivariate and
probabilistic knowledge quantitatively

without experimental data it would be very
difficult if not impossible to provide an
adequate assessment of corpus-based
models - linguistic experiments are necessary
to calibrate our corpus-based models

different types of (experimental) data give us
access to different types of behaviour which
we use as proxy for cognition

 



“There is always 
a choice.”

Terry Pratchett. 2004. Going Postal. 



thank you!


